
NERVES & SOLUTIONS To Overcome Them 
Beating presentation nerves can seem like a battle but the secret is to work with your nerves as 
presentation nerves can never be eliminated, however controlled nervous tension can promote 
excellence. 
  
Also the sensations that come with presentation nerves can be easily managed if we understand 
the mechanics that create them and adopt simple measures that make presenting a significantly 
easier process. 

Do any of the following affect you when presenting? 

Tightness of breath   Rapid heart-rate   Sweating 
Blushing    Cold or clammy hands  Trembling 
Butterflies in the stomach  Nausea    Tension 
headaches 
Loss of concentration   Dry-throat    Scratchy voice 

  Low self-esteem            
  
If yes, then the following practical measures that work with your body will help you to overcome 
those reactions.  

Breathing Yourself Calm 

Presentation nerves are a form of panic attack known as “Fight or Flight”. This reaction evolved to 
keep our ancestors safe in their prehistoric world, it now generates the unpleasant sensations we 
suffer when faced not with predators, but presentations. 

People report standard reactions, some of which you will share: 
  

Accelerated heart rate  Shallow breathing  Cold, clammy hands  
Sweating    Blushing   Light-headedness 
Trembling     Loss of concentration 

  
We can control nerves rather than be controlled by them.  

The most effective way to do this is through managing our breathing so that we help the heart to 
maintain its normal speed rather than hurtling off in a presentation rush. 
  
During Fight or Flight, the heart accelerates to pump more oxygen around the body. Breathing 
meanwhile moves from stomach based, to chest based, becoming shallower in the process. So, 
just as the heart races to pump more oxygen, the lungs bring in less, making the heart beat faster 
to oxygenate vital muscles. As the heart’s oxygen demand outpaces supply, blood pressure 
increases. Sweating and looking flushed are common responses. 
  
Slow your heart rate and those other reactions slow down with it; sweating stops and telltale 
blushing reduces. Cool the demand for oxygen and you cool overheating.  

The solution therefore; take a big deep breath. 
  
Focus attention onto breathing out, completely emptying your lungs of stale air and creating 
capacity for deeper breaths in response. 

• Slowly breath out for as long as you can 
• When you can breath out no more, push out three extra puffs, totally emptying the lungs 
• Roll back your shoulders, opening the chest cavity as wide as possible…and… 
• Relax! Let your body naturally pull in the deepest breathe you’ve inhaled in weeks! 

Two more like this, and you will be fully oxygenated. Your heart meanwhile slows down and as the 
heart relaxes, you relax. You are back in control. This is how professional presenters remain calm 
in front of the biggest audiences. Control your breathing and presenting becomes significantly 
easier. 
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Calming The Butterflies 
Lepidoptera Stomachs, or “Butterflies in the Tummy” can invest our stomachs with a fluttering, 
pulsing, almost electrical life of their own. 
  
During Fight or Flight our appetite is suppressed. If you’ve been stressed about presenting for the 
past few hours (days?) then you haven’t been eating. Our bodies and brains need calories to 
function.  

Not eating will sap energy, reduce concentration, and contribute to tension headaches and 
trembling limbs. 
  
Eat within two hours of your presentation. You may not feel hungry, but you must maintain the 
body’s fuel supply. If it’s only 30 minutes till show time then the emergency food of choice is the 
banana. Bananas, as any athlete will tell you, are power food. High in natural sugars, they quickly 
digest for an ideal pre-presentation snack. 
  
Avoid the following: 

• Dairy products (They stimulate mucus and congest the voice) 
• Red meat (Hard to digest and energy sapping) 
• Citrus (Acidity when you’re stressed upsets the stomach) 
• Beans (You work it out!) 

  
While it would be a mistake to eat a heavy meal immediately before a presentation, it’s equally 
wrong to starve yourself. When stressed, your body’s natural hunger signals are shut-down. 
Maintaining calorie intake therefore becomes a rational process, consciously taking care of your 
physical need for sustenance. 
  
“Have I eaten today?” If the answer is no, then ensure that you do. You’ll find that miraculously, you 
feel better prepared for the challenge ahead. 
  

Dealing With Dry Mouth 

Something peculiar happens to the throat while public speaking; its moist lining is replaced by 
sandpaper and the voice, that essential presentation tool, asphyxiates to a rasp. 
  
In the same way that it’s important for presenters to manage food intake, it’s also important to be 
aware of water intake, while avoiding caffeinated drinks such as coffee, which actually inhibit the 
ability to speak clearly.  
  
As well as acting as vocal lubricants, liquids swiftly enter our blood stream, so it’s important to be 
aware of what they do for us and to us during presentations: 
  
Water 
A dry throat caused by tension needs to be relieved by sipping water. Have your water close at 
hand during your presentation and always carry your own small bottle with you, just in case water 
isn’t provided. 
  
You’ll find the reassurance of simply knowing you have a source of water nearby reduces the risk 
of your voice drying out. 
  
Hot Drinks 
Hot drinks are frequently offered to us pre-presentation, and can be very calming. Caffeinated 
drinks  however should be avoided for three reasons: 
              
Caffeine is a stimulant and more stimulant to top up your adrenalin is the last thing you need. 
Caffeine tenses the vocal chords so the voice tires more rapidly. 
Caffeine is diuretic. You may feel like you’re taking in liquid, but it’s actually making you expel far 
more than you retain. 
De-caffeinated drinks are fine, and many presenters drink plain hot water if it’s easily available. 
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Energy Drinks and Cans  

AVOID! Cans of drinks are gassy and when presenting, gassy is never good. 

Energy drinks contain enough caffeine to keep you awake however you already have stimulants 
racing round your body, avoid adding others to the mix. 
  
Alcohol 
Sadly, alcohol is in the never-before-a-presentation category. Even a single glass of wine will 
interfere with your judgment. 
  
  

Sweat  
The visual opposite of confidence, is sweat. Simple steps can prevent this happening. 

Sweating is something that as presenters we should anticipate and manage.   

• Rushing to your presentation will literally make you hot, flushed, and sweaty. Be in the room 
at least 15 minutes ahead of time so you can acclimatise and cool down. 

• Always always a small pack of tissues, even though your forehead is not nearly as sweaty 
as you might think, it will help your confidence if you can give your brow a quick dab just to 
make sure.  

• Facial sweating stops once we start speaking. If you become aware of perspiration then 
keep going, it will pass. 

  
Breaking into a sweat is a natural, if slightly unpleasant aspect of presenting that needs to be 
managed rather than cured. 
  
Dress for sweat! Choose clothes that are comfortable, cool and concealing. Place a blotter layer 
against your skin. Have a handkerchief to hand just in case. 
  
Finally, allow yourself plenty of time. The calmer you are, the cooler you’ll be. 

  
Cold Hands 
Hold a warm cup of tea or coffee, it doesn’t matter which, just hold a warm cup, and as you savor 
the heat radiating into your hands, a wonderful sense of calm comes with it. 
  
Do this shortly before a presentation and you’ll get exactly the same reaction. Stress seems to 
mysteriously drain out of you. 
  
When we become nervous about something, presenting for example, one of the first physical 
symptoms is cold hands. As we enter fight or flight, our body diverts blood flow away from 
extremities such as the hands, and redirects it to the vital organs of the core. Because of this we 
develop the cold clammy hand sensation associated with presentation nerves. 
  
This sets off a chain reaction. Our subconscious mind says to itself “Hello. I appear to have cold 
hands right now. I get cold hands when I’m nervous. Therefore I must be nervous, and being aware 
of that fact, am going to become even more nervous.” 
  
If cold hands represent a state of nervous tension, then warm hands represent the exact opposite: 
relaxation. When we have warm hands, the mind associates this with a state of calm and safety, 
hence all the snuggle type language we have referring to the pleasantness of warm paws. 
  
Knowing this, we can use a simple technique that I call “The Thawed Paws Pause” to trick our 
mental wiring into calmness pre-presentation. 
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Next time you are going to present, accept the offer of a hot drink. As you await your time to 
present, hold the cup and concentrate your mind on that lovely warmth entering your hands. Your 
mind is about to get a surprise, in that your internal dialogue is going to go something like this: 
  

“I’m about to make a presentation. I get stressed when I make presentations, and when I get 
stressed I have cold hands, but hang on a moment! I have warm hands! When I get stressed I 

have cold hands, but right now I appear to have warm hands! Ah, I therefore can’t be stressed.” 
  

As your subconscious plays with this concept, the body starts to stand down some of the reactions 
we associate with presentation nerves, and a degree of those stage fright jitters slip away. 
  
It’s a simple trick. Next time you feel stressed or nervous, check the temperature of your hands. 
Icy? Take a moment to hold a warm cup. Feel tension melt into your thawed paws pause. 
  

I Think, Therefore I Am 
Start a presentation thinking “I’m confident and I’m prepared”, and your session unfolds in 
accordance with that thought. Nerves diminish, and you move easily from point to point.  

Go into a presentation thinking “I don’t want to do this and I can’t remember what I’m meant to be 
talking about”, and you’ll find that this too will come to pass! 
  
What we tell ourselves is our reality before a presentation, all too easily becomes our reality 
during the presentation. 
  
Professional sports people visualise success and maintain a continuous inner-dialogue that 
supports that vision. As presenters we have that same inner dialogue. What is yours telling you 
about presenting? Is it positive or negative? Passionate or pessimistic? 
  
Be aware of what your inner voice is telling you. Challenge negatives and praise positives. If the 
voice predicts doom, then challenge back with success. If the voice says “You’re going to fail”, then 
say back “I’m going to succeed!” 

  
Puncturing Perfectionism 

Why do many of us often hesitate when given the chance to speak in public? 

The reason is often perfectionism. 

The capable speaker allows themselves to slip into being the panicky perfectionist. We 
procrastinate, we second-guess ourselves, we despair about every getting everything right. 
 others. 
  
Woody Allen is reputed to have said: “80% of success is in just showing up.” 
  
This is nowhere truer than of public speaking. Becoming an effective public speaker is a journey 
10% learning and 90% practical experience. 
  
Next time you have something to say, try to get up and say it!  It might not initially feel natural or 
comfortable, but know that next time it will be easier, and every time after that become easier still. 
Each time you find your voice you become more comfortable and it gets easier  
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Taking The Plunge 

Whether your challenge is to speak to a more senior audience, or is simply to speak at all, the time 
for doing it is now! 
  
Public speaking is often like jumping into the sea during that first day at the beach. You have to 
nerve yourself for the shock of the cold, but once in the water, you find it’s not as freezing as you 
feared. The longer we hesitate, the harder it becomes to make that plunge. We must break the 
shock barrier, and enter the water. 
  
The entry is sometimes forced upon us. For example, your boss may tell you, you have to make a 
presentation next week. Otherwise we have to find that starting point for ourselves and create our 
own opportunity: 

  Offer to share information or present to your colleagues or team            

  Offer to take part in a presentation for your department             
              
  Give a talk in a social, political, or group to which you belong            
  
The cultures of the world offer maxims such as “a journey of a 1000 miles begins with a single foot-
step”. These all tell us the same thing; “take the plunge, make it happen”. 
  
You are a confident presenter. You need to give yourself the chance to find that out! 
  

  

COACHING Yourself After A Presentation 

It’s important post-presentation, to reflect on how we can improve our skills, but many of us 
undertake this with a harsh, cruel judgment. 
  
As you finish one presentation, you mentally set yourself up for the next. Reflect on what you did 
well, and you build confidence; internalise failure and you build a barrier against ever presenting 
again. 
  
Coaching helps you to focus on success, followed by reflection on areas for improvement. The 
coach’s role is to encourage you forward by ensuring improvement points are noted while 
confidence is built. 
  
Often though, professional coaching isn’t available post-presentation. No one offers feedback 
except ourselves, through the filter of our own judgment, which is a severe critic; “I messed up this, 
I should have done that….” 
  
What gets neglected is “What did I do well? What am I proud of?” 
  
Have the discipline after each presentation to reflect on what was GREAT! 

Be generous to yourself and focus on what you are proud of. You made an investment of time, 
energy, and courage to stand up and share your information. Now give yourself return on 
investment. It’s not only fair, it’s essential! 
  
Fear of public speaking is perfectly natural, and you are not alone in experiencing it. Indeed, some 
surveys have shown that for many people it isn’t just a fear, but their number one fear, and that’s 
why becoming a confident and competent public speaker is such a wonderful goal. If you can 
achieve this goal, then what other goals also become so much more achievable. 
  
Once we prove to ourselves that we can successfully speak in public, we are empowered onwards 
to achieve so much more. 
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